
 

 
 

EUCJ RECENT LANDMARK CASES IN ENERGY 

 

 

Dear Colleague, 

 

As you know, the practice of the European Union’s highest court, the Court of Justice (EUCJ), has 
far reaching implications for markets, both through the precedents it establishes and the interpretation 
it gives of texts. The EUCJ’s cases set the tone and shape entire markets, and it is no different for the 
energy sector. 

 

With this in mind, we have the pleasure of inviting you to join us on March 30, 2021 from 13:30 to 

approximately 17:00 (Brussels time/CET) for a virtual Master Class on 

 

“The EUCJ’s Recent Landmark Energy Cases” 

 

In this half day Masterclass, we will delve into the depths of, and cover everything you need to know 
about, two of the EUCJ’s recent landmark cases in energy, namely the “Baltic Cable” case and the 
“Crown TenneT” case. 

 

We will hear from renowned experts on topics including the concept of transmission system operator 
as it applies to interconnectors, the notion of fair remuneration of transmission lines, increased (and 
oftentimes misunderstood) liability obligations, and the practical implications of these judgements for 
the energy market and on your business, etc. 

 

Asides from our own team and members of our network of energy experts, some of our guest speakers 
will include Adrien de Hautecloque (Head of Cabinet of the President of the General Court of Justice 
of the EU), Annika Kleine (Legal & Regulatory Director, Baltic Cable) and Professor Denis Philippe 
(Managing Partner, Philippe & Partners, LLP and Professor at the Catholic University of Louvain-la- 
Neuve). 

 
If you want to better understand these landmark cases and know how to seize the opportunities and 
overcome the challenges resulting from them, make sure to register by clicking the link below: 

 

RESERVE NOW! 
 

For information on our other upcoming events, follow us on Facebook, Twitter or Linkedin ! 
 

We look forward to hosting you and remain available to answer your questions on this unique Master 
Class and our other events, 

 

 

 

 

 

FoSG & P&P Teams ! 

https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/the-eucjs-recent-landmark-energy-cases-tickets-145281227061
https://www.facebook.com/FOSGEU
https://twitter.com/FOSG_EU
https://www.linkedin.com/company/fosg/


 

 

 

DRAFT PROGRAM: VIRTUAL MASTERCLASS ON RECENT EUCJ ENERGY CASES : 
LEGAL AND BUSINESS IMPACTS 

 

MARCH 30, 2021, 13.30-17.30 CET/BRUSSELS 

 

1. Welcome & Intro: Pierre Bernard (20 min) 

 
2. Setting the stage: The recent energy case law of the EUCJ: Adrien de Hautecloque, Head of Cabinet, 

President of the General Court of Justice of the EU (30-40 min) 

 

Q&A: (15 min) 

 

3. The Baltic Cable Case : Are interconnectors TSOs and what is fair remuneration? 

• A new environment for TSOs and interconnectors: legal and regulatory aspects: Valerie Bernard, 

Founding Member Next NRGY Consulting (30-45 min) 

• Changing the game for interconnectors: Annika Kleine, Legal & Regulatory Director, Baltic Cable (+/_ 

20 min) 

• The economic & regulatory point of view : by Prof Ronnie Belmans, CEO EnergyVille & Prof. KUL (+- 

25 min) 

• Panel discussion: moderator: Pierre Bernard, CEO FOSG, of counsel Philippe & Partners LLP (30 min) 

 

4. Crown TenneT Case: revolutionary new liability rules & open door for Class Actions? 

 

• TSO/DSO liability: A game changer?: Prof Denis Philippe, Managing Partner, Philippe & Partners, LLP 

(30 min) 

• Real potential for Energy Class Actions & litigation funding : state of play and opportunities: Erik 

Bomans, CEO Deminor, (20-30 min) 

• Grid users’ perspective: company XXX to be confirmed (tbc) (15 min) 

• TSOs’ perspective: Elia’s analysis, by Thierry Dhoore, Senior Counsel, Elia (20 min) 

• Panel discussion: moderator Pierre Bernard, CEO FOSG, of counsel Philippe & Partners LLP (30 min) 

 

5. Main Take Away’s & Conclusions from an engineer’s point of view : Prof. Ronnie Belmans, CEO 

EnergyVille & Prof. KUL (10 min) 


